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Rationale  
 
Marking will provide constructive feedback to every pupil. It will focus on success 
and improvement needs against learning intentions and success criteria (tool kits); 
enabling pupils to become reflective learners and helping them to close the gap 
between current and desired attainment. Effective feedback should enable all 
children to make excellent progress across the curriculum. 
 
Aims  
 
Marking and feedback should: 

• Be made throughout the lesson to reflect on learning  
• Be manageable for teachers 
• Relate to learning objectives and success criteria, which have been shared 

with pupils 
• Give pupils opportunities to become aware of and reflect on their learning 
• Give recognition and praise for achievements 
• Give clear strategies for improvement 
• Allow specific time for pupils to read, reflect and respond to feedback and 

make improvements during the lesson 
• Take a ‘small targeted steps’ approach within the context of marking towards 

the learning objective 
• Respond to individual learning needs. There is an agreed code of marking, 

pertinent to each phase that will sometimes be done in the presence of the 
pupil and other times in the absence of the pupil 

• Inform future planning (implications sheets) 
• Be accessible to all pupils 
• Be consistently used throughout each phase 
• Be seen by the pupils as positive in improving their learning 

Implementation                                                   

Effective feedback and marking is a key tool in providing feedback to pupils learning 
and forms part of formative assessment which is essential in improving and moving 
pupils forward towards desired learning outcomes. 

Effective feedback comes under two main headings: 
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Specifying Attainment is feedback which identifies specific aspects of successful 
attainment. This will be signalled to pupils as a ‘star’.  

Specific Improvement identifies where mistakes lie and how work can be improved. 
This will be signalled to pupils as a ‘wish’. 

Responsibility                                                         

It is the responsibility of the class teacher, TA and PPA teacher to ensure that this 
policy is carried out. 

Each subject leader has the responsibility for checking that the policy is being carried 
out in their particular subject area. 

It is the responsibility of the Head Teacher to liaise with the Subject Leaders and to 
feed back to the Governors on the implementation of this policy. 

Time                                                                       

If the work has been distanced marked by the teachers, children will be given time to 
reflect on the comments the following lesson or at various times throughout the 
same week/as soon as possible when the teacher feels that it is appropriate.  

The Pupil’s Role in the Marking                                          

Pupils are expected to self-assess or peer-assess their work during the lesson 
against the learning objective and success criteria and to make improvements. For 
all ‘Hot Tasks’ (KS1 all Hot Tasks, KS2 Orange and Red Hot Tasks only), a success 
criteria (Tool Kit) should be stuck into the books and pupils and staff should assess 
(tick) against this.  

(Appendix 1: Example of a Tool Kit) 

Pupils should also use the traffic light system, using R, A or G in a neat, small circle 
next to their title at the end of every lesson. 

R: Red  –  LO not met 

A: Amber  –  Working towards LO 

G: Green  –  LO met 

When the work has been distance marked against the learning objective and 
success criteria, the pupils must be given the opportunity to respond to the ‘wish’ 
comments and make any corrections that they feel are appropriate in purple pen the 
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next lesson. Time must be planned for this. The aim of all feedback is that it 
becomes a two way communication between the pupils and the class teacher. 

Other Adults                                                         

Teaching Assistants should mark work with groups of pupils with whom they have 
been working. When this is the case, they will follow the guidelines above and initial 
the work they have marked. 

Supply teachers who carry out work in the school are expected to mark all work in 
accordance with this policy. This policy will be given to all new supply teachers as 
part of the induction pack on arrival in the school. Supply teachers will indicate 
they taught the lesson by writing ‘Supply’ at the bottom of the pupils’ work. 

Equality of Opportunity                                             

All pupils are entitled to have their work marked in accordance with this policy. 

SEND and Inclusion                                              

Effective feedback and marking must be accessible to all pupils and will reflect their 
individual needs and abilities. 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

• This will be an on-going process 
• There will be an annual review of the policy by Staff and Governors.  
• Any future training needs will be addressed.  
• Objective will be clear.  
• Success criteria, ‘Tool Kit’s’, will be referred to throughout the lesson to 

refocus the children’s learning and help them to recognise success and areas 
for improvement. 

Marking Codes 

Phase appropriate marking codes used within the school. The English marking code 
will be attached to the inside front cover of each pupil’s English, Homework, Topic 
and Science book. The Maths marking code will be attached to the inside front cover 
of each pupil’s Maths and Homework book. EYFS marking codes will also be 
displayed in files and Learning Journals. 

The marking code for English and Maths (appendix 2) must be used on the children's 
recorded work to explicitly mark errors and where children need to make corrections; 
an appropriate number to motive the child, depending on the age/stage e.g. 1-3 
errors.  Double ticks should also be used to signal positive feedback.  
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Children should also be encouraged to use the marking code on their work for peer 
and self-assessment.  
 
Tool Kits 
 
Success criteria, ‘Tool Kits’, at Village Primary School is referred to as a 'Tool Kit' 
and should always be used in every lesson to list the expectations for the pupil's 
work. The tool kit should promote quality and quantity and can be 
differentiated. Quite often, generating this check list with pupils is most effective. 
 
Tool Kits will be modelled to the pupils about what the learning intention will look like 
to them by the end of the lesson.  This gives the pupils a bench mark to self-assess 
against so they can judge if they have met the objective. 

For every 'Hot Task' (KS1 all Hot Tasks, KS2 Orange and Red Hot Tasks only), 
pupils should have a copy of the tool kit (example in appendix 1) glued into their 
book. The process of peer and self-assessment should be modelled and insisted on. 
 
Talk 4 Writing - Hot and Cold Tasks 
 
In English, ‘Two stars and a Wish’ should be used by the teacher and TA after every 
'Cold Task' and after every 'Hot Task' (examples of this feedback – appendix 3). In 
addition, they should be used each day for a focus group in both Maths and 
English.  
 
Stars signal positive comments and a wish signals a developmental comment; both 
types of feedback should directly link to the tool kit and the children's personal 
targets.  
 
Focus Groups 
 
Every lesson, the adult working with a focus group should mark the work in detail 
using 'Two stars and a Wish' feedback. Pupils should always respond to this 
feedback with their purple pen. Marking code feedback and a tick is sufficient for 
other groups that lesson. However, teachers may provide more detailed feedback to 
numerous groups that day, if appropriate. 
 
Science and the Foundation Subjects  
 
For all recorded work in science and topic books, writing must be marked using the 
English marking code to ensure the same standards are promoted and insisted on in 
writing across all subjects. English marking codes should be in English books, Topic 
books and Science books. Pupils should also be encouraged to use these codes on 
their writing for peer and self-assessment. A question should be used at least once 
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each half term for Science and foundation subjects. Children must be given time to 
respond to this feedback with their purple pens. 
 
Marking Formats 

• Verbal Response (V): As with all marking strategies, it will consist of 
assessment against the learning objective. Children should respond 
immediately after this feedback to make improvements/corrections in their 
work. 

• Peer to Peer: Time and training must be given to encourage the use of 
response partners. 

• Distance Marking: This is most effective when marking in-depth and will 
involve the use of full comments; ‘Two stars and a Wish’. All staff must use 
the star and wish stamp provided and the developmental comments will fall 
into three main categories: 

1. Reminder prompts e.g. Add punctuation here*. Correct capital 
letters. 

2. Example prompt e.g. choose either the adjective wrinkled, lined or 
crumpled here*. 

3. Scaffold prompt, e.g. Add a conclusion here*, for example, ‘In 
conclusion, the report suggests that... 

Spelling and Grammar 

Although spelling and presentation will be commented on, it must be remembered 
that marking focuses on the planned learning objectives and success criteria. 
Comments on other areas should be limited so that the children can focus on the 
learning objectives.  

Clear modelling and verbal reminders are the most effective strategies in promoting 
high expectations for presentation and spelling. Teachers and teaching assistants 
should ensure the learning environment supports independence and self-regulation. 

The Response Partner/Talk Partner 

Response partners are used to involve the pupils in their own learning.  A good 
response partner is not always the pupils’ best friend.  An effective response partner 
will critically comment on their partner’s work, highlighting strengths and areas that 
could be developed. 

Pupils need to be trained before they can effectively utilise response partners.  This 
is done through whole class modelling of the role of a response partner. 
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The pupils should be encouraged to use the ‘Two Stars and a Wish’ written response 
model where they give 2 positive comments for every 1 success improvement.  This 
will be modelled by teachers.   
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Summary 

Minimum expectations for marking 

• Pupils should RAG rate their learning at the end of every lesson for English, 
Maths and Science. 

• In Maths and English, the ‘Focus Group’ (4-8 pupils) that day should have in-
depth feedback from the Teacher or Teaching Assistant; ‘Two Stars and a 
Wish’ approach (and stamp) should always be used to provide written 
feedback. 

• Ticks indicate that the learning objective is achieved for other groups. 
• Teaching Assistants and PPA teachers will initial work which they have 

supported.  
• Supply teachers will mark ‘supply’ under the work, after marking.  
• Comments can be made in the margin during class time. 
• The (V) code can be used for Verbal feedback, e.g. presentation, target 

review, further explanation, etc. and will indicate where issues have been 
discussed. Children should immediately respond to this feedback in the 
lesson. 

• Children will be trained to peer and self-assess in the same way teachers 
mark and can use sharp, neat pencil crayons or their purple pens to do child 
initiated editing. They may also use the marking code. 

• In English, the Teacher and TA should provide written feedback using the 
‘Two Stars and a Wish’ approach for every ‘Cold’ and ‘Hot Task’ for the whole 
class.  

• For Science and Topic books, the English marking code should be used. In 
addition, a differentiated question should be used to deepen learning each 
half term for Science and foundation subjects.  

Written comments should always: 

 be positive, indicating what has been done well; 
 indicate an area which should be developed; 
 and pick up individual or group targets, where relevant. 

Teachers and Teaching assistants need to consider if their marking… 

1. Relates to planned learning objectives and success criteria? 
2. Is positive, recognising attainment and encouraging progression? 
3. Can be read clearly and understood? 
4. Promotes the ‘school writing’ joined script? 
5. Indicates a next step in learning (a wish)? 
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Following this, the most significant point remains allowing the pupils time to 
respond to feedback. 

October 2016  C.Park  To be reviewed annually  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


